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STUDY GUIDE

ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
INTRODUCTION
You have no doubt noticed that TV sets, light bulbs, and other electric appliances
operate on 115 V, but electric ovens and clothes dryers usually need 220 V. Batteries may be rated at a harmless 1.5, 6, 9, or 12 V, but a high-tension electric
transmission line may provide electric power at 400 000 V. Now just what physical
quantity is measured by all these volts? How do volts relate to force, energy,
and power, about which you have learned in earlier modules? The answer is that
volts measure electric potential difference (sometimes called "voltage"), which is
derived from the potential energy acquired by electrically charged objects as a
result of the electric forces they experience. Even though your familiarity with
volts probably stems from electric power supplied to your household, your introduction to the concept of electric potential in this module will be in the context of
the interaction of stationary (static) electric charges.

PREREQUISITES
Before you begin this module,
you should be able to:

Location of
Prerequisite Content

*Calculate work and apply the work-energy theorem
Work and Energy
in solving problems (needed for Objective 1 of this
Module
module)
*Calculate potential energy and identify conservative
Conservation of Energy
forces (needed for Objectives 1 and 2 of this module)
Module
*Calculate electric force (needed for Objective 1 of
Coulomb's Law and
this module)
the Electric Field Module
*Interpret a line integral and find the derivative
Calculus Review
of a function of one variable (needed for Objectives
2 and 4 of this module)
*Find the electric field using Gauss' law and describe
Flux and Gauss'
the electric field near conductors (needed for
Law Module
Objectives 3 and 5 of this module)
*Find the electric field using Coulomb's law and the
Coulomb's Law
superposition principle, and use field lines to
and the Electric Field
describe the electric field (needed for Objectives
Module
3 and 5 of this module)
Flux and Gauss' Law Module
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After you have mastered the content of this module, you will be able to:
1.

Definition - Relate electric potential to (a) work done on a displaced charge,
(b) the electric field, and (c) electric potential energy. Use the electron
volt to express energy and solve simple problems applying energy conservation.

2.

Conservative field - State and interpret the conservative nature of the
electrostatic field.

3.

Finding potentials from charges - Use the definition and/or the superposition
principle for finding the electric potential caused by (a) one or more given
point charges, and (b) continuous charge distributions with planar, cylindrical, or spherical symmetry.

4.

Finding fields from potentials - Determine the electric field when given an
electric potential that is a function of one position variable only.

5.

Eguipotential surfaces - Use equipotential surfaces and field lines for
describing the potential and field semi quantitatively near several given
point charges and/or simply shaped metallic surfaces.
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Frederick J. Bueche, Introduction to Ph sics for Scientists and En ineers
(McGraw-Hill, New York, 1975 , second edition

SUGGESTED STUDY PROCEDURE
In the Table below, you can see that the reading in your text jumps around quite
a bit. This is because your text alternates definitions and application, whereas
the objectives of this module tend to group definitions together, separately from
your ability to apply them. Depending on your preference, read Chapter 20 as
printed (omitting Sections 20.8, 20.12, and 20.13), or follow the order given in
the Table. Whichever you do, compare your reading with 'the statements of the
objectives to see how it fits into your overall study plan. Pay special attention
to the illustrations in the text and study Problems A through I carefully before
working Problems J through R. Check your mastery by taking the Practice Test
before attempting a Mastery Test.
The definition of electric potential and simple applications of energy conservation (Objective 1) are spread through Sections 20.1,20.3,20.6, and 20.10. Read
these along with General Comments 1 and 2. Note how the emphasis changes from
potential differences early in the chapter to absolute potential in Section 20.6.
BUECHE
Objective
Number

Problems
with Solutions

Readings

Study
Guide

Text
111 us . a
20.2,
20.7,

Assigned
Problems
Study
Guide
J, K

General Comments
1, 2, Secs. 20. 1 ,
20.3,20.6,20.10

A, B

2

General Comment 3

C

3

Secs. 20.2, 20.4,
20.7, 20. 11

D, E

III us.
20.3,
20.4

L, M, N

4

Sec. 20.9

F, G

III us .
20.5,
20. 1

0, P

5

Sec. 20.5

H, I

Fig.
20.8

Q, R

a I11us .

=

Illustrations.

Quest.

=

Questions.

Additional
Problems

Chap. 20, Quest. a
1, 2, 4, 12, Probs.
1, 2, 7 to 9, 15,
17

Chap. 20, Quest.
7 to 9, 13, 14,
Probs., 5, 6, 10
to 13, 14(c), 23
to 26

Chap. 20, Quest.
5, 6, 10, 11
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Read General Comments 1 and 2. Since few texts use the term "abso1ute potential
as carefully as yours, you should be prepared to recognize from the context
whether a symbol refers to a potential difference or to the electric-potential
function depending on distance from the reference point. See Eq. (20.5), where
the absolute potential is a function of the radial distance r, and Illustration
20.5, where it is a function of y. Since the text does not use mathematical
function notation, you have to infer the dependence from descriptive clues. You
need not study the relativistic part of Illustration 20.7. Illustration 20.6(b)
relates to Objective 1, but part (b) was done as Problem E in the module Cou10mb ' s
Law and the Electric Field.
II

Study General Comment 3 and the discussion of Figure 20.3 on p. 367. for Objective 2. Objective 3 is also distributed in several sections, as your text uses
parallel metal plates, a single point charge, several point charges, and two
concentric cylinders to illustrate the calculation of the electric potential
for various geometrical arrangements of charges and conductors. Since Gauss
law enables you to find the electric field for planar, cylindrical, and spherical symmetries, these cases dominate the examples used in this m9dule. Objective
4 is the subject matter of Section 20.9. If you can understand the explanation
using partial derivatives or wish to go back and study the Partial Derivatives
Review module, very good. If you have difficulty, however, consider the following
simpler approach: Apply Eq. (20.1) to points A and B that are separated by the
infinitesimal element d~ and therefore have closely equal values of potential,
l

The integral in Eq. (20.1) is then no longer necessary, and we have
dV

= -E . d! = -E

d~ cos

e,

(B 1 )

where e is the angle between E and d!. To solve for E, we hold Id!1 constant
and choose the direction of d! parallel to E, so that cos e = 1 (its maximum
value) and dV has its maximum value
dV

= -E

After dividing by
E=

(B2)

d~.

-dV/d~,

d~,

we find
(83)

where the derivative is taken in the direction in which V changes most rapidly
(maximum dV for fixed d~). If V depends on only one variable (radius r distance from a point charge, distance d from a charged plate) then it changes
most rapidly in the direction in which that variable changes. Because of the (-)
sign in Eq. (B3), the electric field points in the direction in which the
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potential decreases. Illustration 20.5 actually uses a potential that depends
on only one variable y. Applying our result in Eq. (B3) to this example, we
find
E = -dV/dy

= -k,·

which points in the negative y direction,

(B4)

in complete agreement with the text. More complicated potential functions,
such as that used at the top of p. 379, cannot be handled in the same general
way by our method. See Problems F and G for other examples.
Objective 5 is taken up in Section 20.5.
of Problems H and I.

Supplement this with careful study

STUDY GUIDE:
TEXT:
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Electric Potential

David Halliday and Robert Resnick, Fundamentals of Physics O·Jiley,
New York, 1970; revised printing, 1974)

SUGGESTED STUDY PROCEDURE
When you look at the analysis of your text in terms of the objectives, you will
see that the reading jumps around. This happens because the text combines
definitions, theory, and applications, whereas the objectives tend to group the
definitions and theory together, separately from your ability to apply them.
We suggest that you read the text in the order it is printed, but keep referring
to this Table to see how each section contributes to your overall study plan.
Pay special attention to the examples in the text and to the Problems with
Solutions in the study guide. After concluding the reading and problems, work
out the Assigned Problems. Finally, check your learning by taking the Practice
Test.

HALLIDAY AND RESNICK
Objective
Number

Readings

General
Comments 1,
2, Secs.
25-1,25-2,
25-6, 25-9

Problems with
Solutions

Assigned
Problems

Additional Problems

Study
Guide

Text

Study
Guide

A, B

Ex. a 1,

J, K

Chap. 25, Quest~ 1 to
5,7,8, Probs. 3,4,
24(b), (c), 25(b), 26
to 32, 33(b), 35, 40

L, M, N

Chap. 25, Probs. 2,
7 to 10, 13, 15 to 20,
24(a), 25(a), 33(a),
49, 50

2, 7, 8

2

General
Comment 3

3

Secs. 25-3,
25-4, 25-5

D, E

4

Sec. 25-7

F, G

Ex. 9

0, P

Chap. 25, Quest. 9,
Probs. 45 to 47

5

Secs. 25-1,
25-7, 25-8

H, I

Fig.
25-15

Q, R

Chap. 25, Quest. 6,
11 to 14, Probs. 6,
11, 21, 22, 51 .

aEx . = Example(s).

C

Ex. 3,
4. 5,

10

Quest. = Question(s).
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Read General Comments 1 and 2. Objective 1, dealing with the definition of
electric potential and simple applications of energy conservation, is spread
through four sections that also include references to Objectives 2 and 5.
Note how the emphasis changes from potential difference at the beginning of the
chapter to potential as function of position in Eqs. (25-6), (25-8), and later.
This change is accomplished through the choice of a reference point at which
the electric potential is arbitrarily defined to be equal to zero. Objective 2
is brought up on p. 466 in a mathematically incomplete way. See General Comment
3. Objective 3 is also distributed through several text sections. Here you are
looking for the potential as a function of position and therefore have to choose
a reference point in each example. Note that Example 6 is taken up in another
module. The dipole in Section 25-5 is a special case of two closely spaced point
charges. Objective 4 is taken up on p. 479. You have to assemble Objective 5 in
three sections. The definition of equipotential surface is given on p. 467 and
several very instructive diagrams are on p. 478.
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Electric Potential

Francis Weston Sears and Mark W. Zemansky, University Physics (AddisonWesley, Reading, Mass., 1970), fourth edition

SUGGESTED STUDY PROCEDURE
When you look at the analysis of your text in terms of the objectives, you will
see that the reading jumps around. This happens because the text combines
definitions, theory, and applications, whereas the objectives tend to group
definitions and theory together, separately from your ability to apply them.
We suggest that you read the text in the order it is printed (omit Section 26-7),
but keep referring to this Table to see how each section contributes to your
overall study plan. Pay special attention to the examples in the text and the
Problems with Solutions in the study guide. After concluding the reading and
problems, work out the Assigned Problems. Finally, check your learning by
taking the Practice Test.
Read General Comments 1 and 2. Objective 1, dealing with the definition of
electric potential and simple applications of energy conservation, is spread
through four sections that also cover Objective 2. Note how, in Section 26-3,
the potential at a point is contrasted with the potential difference, which is
obtained directly from the electric field integral that represents work per unit
electric charge. In Sections 26-5 and 26-6 the electric potential at a point P

SEARS AND ZEMANSKY
Objective
Number

Readings

Problems with
Solutions
Study
Text
Guide

General Comments 1 , A, B
2, Secs. 26- 1 ,
26-2, 26-3, 26-8

Assigned
Problems
Study
Guide

Additional Problems

J, K

26-1 to 26-4, 26-6,
26- 10, 26- 12, 26-14,
26-15, 26-27

L, M, N

26-5, 26-7, 26-8,
26-18(a), 26-19(a),
26-20, 26-21

2

Sec. 26- 1 , General
Comment 3

C

3

Sec. 26-4, parts 2,
3, 4, 26-5

D, E

Example
(p. 364)

4

Sec. 26-6

F, G,

Examples
1, 2
(p. 365)

5

Secs. 26-1, 26-4,
part 1

H, I

Fig. 26-3 Q, R

0, P

26-13
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in the field is considered relative to the potential at a reference point.
This potential Vp is, of course, a function of the coordinates of the point P
expressed in a convenient coordinate system. Each distance r in Eq. (26-13)
can be computed from the coordinates of the charge and the coordinates of
the field point P. Objective 2 is treated at the beginning of Section 26-1.
Also see General Comment 3. Objective 3 is treated in Sections 26-4 and 26-5.
Even though the former has a title referring to potential differences, the overall emphasis is on the potential at a point near certain electrically charged
bodies, as a function of position of that point. Objective 4 is treated in
Section 26-6. Note how the functional dependence of the potential is used to
calculate the derivative and find the electric field. Equation (26-15) is
easiest to use when you know the direction of the electric field from symmetry
properties of the charges and need only to find the magnitude. For Objective
5, return to Sections 26-1 and 26-4. Figures 26-2 and 26-3 are especially
instructive.
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TEXT:
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Richard T. Weidner and Robert L. Sells, Elementary Classical Physics
(Allyn and Bacon, Boston, 1973), second edition, Vol. 2

SUGGESTED STUDY PROCEDURE
As you read the text in the order printed, refer frequently to the Table below
to identify the objective to which your reading relates. This is helpful
because the objectives do not reflect the division of the chapter into sections.
Pay special attention to the examples in the text and to the Problems with
Solutions in the study guide. After concluding the reading and problems, work
out the Assigned Problems. Finally, check your learning by taking the Practice
Test.
Read General Comments 1 and 2. Objective 1, dealing with the definition of
electric potential and simple applications of energy conservation, is spread
over the first three sections. Your text gives rather more emphasis to the motion
of particles in Section 25-1 than we have chosen to do, so you may skip or skim
lightly the description of one charged particle orbiting about another (pp. 502503). For Objective 2, consult General Comment 3; the very brief explanation
given in the legend of Figure 25-1 is incomplete. Our derivation makes use of
WEIDNER AND SELLS
Objective
Number

1

Readings

Problems with
Solutions
Study
Text
Guide
General Comments 1 , A, B Ex. a
2, Secs. 25- 1 ,
25-1 ,
25-2"
25-2, 25-3

Assigned
Problems
Study
Guide

Additional Problems

J, K

25-1 to 25-3, 25-5,
25-6, 25-11 to 25-14

2

General Comment 3

3

Secs. 25-4, 25-5

D, E

Ex. 25-3
to 25-5

4

Sec. 25-6

F, G

Fig. 25-9

0, P

25-15

5

Secs. 25-6, 25-7

H, I

Ex. 25-6,
25-7

Q, R

25-10

aEx .

= Example(s).

C
L, M, N

25-9, 25-16
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the electric field E rather than the force field Fe' but that does not affect the
conclusion since the two fields only differ by the constant factor q [the charge
of the particle being displaced, see Eq. (23-1)J. Objective 3 is discussed in
two sections, one concerned with superposition (addition) of the potentials near
point charges, the other with applying the definition of potential via potential
energy and work done to electric fields obtained by Gauss' law. Keep in mind
two facts that are somewhat hidden: (1) the potential V is a function of the
coordinates of the pOint where the test charge is located [Eq. (25-10)J or of
the point defining the upper limit of the integral [Eq. (25-11)J; (2) work leads
to a difference of potential energy at two points, hence to a difference of potentials, and one must choose a reference point where the potential is arbitrarily
defined to be zero in order to obtain the potential at a specified point.
Objective 4 is treated in the second part of Section 25-6. The result is in
Eq. (25-15), illustrated by Example 25-5. Please ignore Eq. (25-16) (unless you
are familiar with p~rtial derivatives) and Figure 25-10 (which has a nonsensical
blue arrow labeled t). The gravitational analogy in the last paragraph is useful
for qualitative considerations. Objective 5 is discussed at the beginning of
Section 25-6 and in Section 25-7. For additional examples of equipotential
surfaces beyond Figure 25-9, see Problems F and G.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
1.

The Electron Volt

The electron volt (eV) is a unit of energy commonly used in atomic physics.
It has the advantage that when an electron moves in an electric field across a
potential difference of, say, 150 V, it~ kinetic energy ~hanges ~y 150 eV. In
other words, the potential difference glves the energy dlrect~y ln electron
.
volts if you are dealing with a proton, electron, or other slng1y charged atomlC
parti~le. For household purposes, the electron volt is impractically small. The
new system of International Units (51) asks that the e1e~tron volt only be used
in atomic physics. Otherwise it should be converted to Joules (1 eV = 1.602 x
10- 19 J). Remember to convert to 51 units before using masses in kilograms and
velocities in meters per second with an energy originally given in electron volts.
2.

Potential as a Function of Position

A certain point at infinity, at the coordinate origin, or at some other point
having symmetry in relation to the charges and fields is chosen as the reference
point in order to give potential as a function of position in relation to that
point ("absolute potential "). Then the potential is simply a function of the
coordinates of any given point with the reference point at zero.
3.

Conservative Nature of the Electric Field

Are electrostatic forces conservative? You know that a force field is conservative (permits the definition of a potential energy function) if and only if (a)
the work done by the force on a particle moved from point A to point B is independent of the path taken from A to B; or (b) the work done by the force on a particle
moving through a closed path back to its starting point is zero. Since the
electrostatic force at any point is directly proportional to the electric field
at that point,
(1)

the two equivalent conditions on the work stated above lead to two equivalent conditions on the field:
-+

(a)

d£

is independent of path from A to B

(2 )

implies that
fB

t(r)

-+

dQ,

A

(b)

is independent of path from A to B.

W
A -+ A = fA Fe(r) • d1
A

=0

by any closed path

(3 )
( 4)
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implies that
by any closed path.

(5 )

The line integral in Eqs. (4) and (5) along a closed path is sometimes indicated
by an integral sign with a little circle:
(6)

(Please do not confuse this symbol with the same symbol used by many texts to
represent a surface integral over a closed surface, as in Gauss l law. You will
have to distinguish the two symbols by looking carefully at the infinitesimal
element under the integral sign and seeing whether it refers to a surface or to
a displacement.)
We shall now show that the Coulomb field caused by a single point charge is conservative by evaluating the integral in Eq. (3) and observing that its value
depends only on the end points, not on the path. The magnitude of the electric
field caused by the point charge q depends only on the distances (not on the
entire vector r) from the charge and is
E(r) = kq/r2,

(7)

where k = 1/4TIEO' and r is the distance. The direction of the field is radial.
Figure 1 illustrates the geometrical relationships. In Figure l(a) you can see
points A and 8, a particular path we have chosen, and arrows representing four
electric field values Eand four infinitesimal line elements dt. We must now
calculate E(r) . dt, which we shall do with the help of the enlarged diagram in
Figure l(b). We have indicated the angle 84 between the path and the radial
\

\

B
/

( b)

( a)

,. ,.

Figure 1

,.
,.
,.
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direction and also the radial increment dr 4
of the dot product, we find

=

d£4 cos 84 ,

Using the definition

E(r) . di = E(r) d£ cos e = E(r) dr = (kq/r 2 ) dr.

(8)

In other words, because the field is radially directed, only the radial increments
and not the angular increments of the path contribute to the line integral. (In
some texts, the curved path is "approximated" by a stair-step path. They then
fail to show that the stair-step integral approaches the line integral along the
curved path; assuming that this is true comes close to assuming that the integral
is independent of path.)
With the integrand in Eq. (8), we can calculate the integral over the radius variable r, which varies from r A to rg:

B

fA

r
r
k
1
E(r) . di = f B E(r) dr = f B (~) dr = kq(r A -

rA

rA

r

1

r~ ).

Evidently, this result depends only on the end points and not on the path.
proof is hereby completed.

(9)
Our

Our conclusion of path independence can be extended easily to an electric field
that is caused by several point charges. Since such a field is obtained by adding
the fields from the individual charges, the line integral can be expressed as a
sum of line integrals like that in Eq. (9), for each of which path independence
has been established. It is not so easy to extend the proof to the fields caused
by continuous charge distributions. As a matter of fact, more advanced treatments of the theory of static electric fields always begin with the postulate that
the fields are conservative.
PROBLEM SET WITH SOLUTIONS
A(l).

Consider a region of constant electric field in the x direction, with the
field having magnitude 400 N/C. The four points A, B, C, and D have the
coordinates (5.0, 0.00, 0.00) m, (3.00, 2.00, 0.00) m, (9.0, 0.00, 2.00) m,
and (3.00, 0.00, 0.00) m. There is no gravitational field.
(a) An external agent slowly moves a body with charge 0.35 C from A to B.
How much work is done on the body by the electric field, and how much
is done on the body by the external agent? Use a sketch to illustrate.
(b) Answer the questions in part (a) for displacement of the same body
(i) from A to C, (ii) from A to D, and (iii) from B to D.
(c) A bead of mass 0.60 kg and charge -1.20 C is permitted to slide along
a frictionless wire between points Band C. At which of the two points
should it be released from rest in order that it will get to the other
one, and with what speed will it arrive?
(d) Find the differences in electric potential between points B and A,
points C and A, and points D and B; compare them with your answers to
parts (a) and (b).

STUDY GUIDE:
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(a) See sketch in Figure 2.

7

From the definition,

For a constant field, as in this case,
\<iAB

= Fe . ttAB = qE • L~tAB = (0.35)(400)(-2.00) = -280

done

J

by

field.

The external agent exerts force -Fe' hence does +280 J of work.
(b) (i)
WAC = qE . DtAc = (0.35)(400)(+4.0) = +560 J; WAC(agent)
(i i)

WAD

= qE • DiAD = (0.35)(400)(-2.00) = -280 J; WAD(agent)

( iii)

WBD

= qE • DtBD = (0.35)(400)(0) = 0 J; WBD(agent) = 0 J.

WCB

=

qE • DtCB

nence K = (1/2)mv 2
v

=

=

= 2880

/2(2880)/0.60

(d) VB - VA

-(-1.20)(400)(6.0)

=

=

= -560 J.
=

+280 J.

2880 J.

J, and

/9600

=

98 m/s.

= -E • DiAB = 800 V. Vc - VA = -E • DtAC = -1600 V.

VB - VD =

-E .

DtOB

= 0 V. WAB = q(V B - VA)' WAC = q(V C - VA)' WBO = -q(V B - VD).

y
-+

F:

Electric
field

~

400 iNC
)

(
(

B

(
~

D

A

.c

~ ~

~ C>---7

/,

electrons

<
(

Figure 2

~

<

75110 V

F i qu re 3
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In Figure 3, electrons acquire an increased speed by moving in an electric
field between two plates with slits through which the electrons can pass.
The electric potential difference between the plates is 7500 V.
(a) By how much does the electric potential energy of the electrons change
as they pass through the two-plate system? (Give answer in electron
vo lts. )
(b) By how much does the kinetic energy of the electrons change as they
pass through the two-plate system? (Give answer in electron volts.)
(c) With what speed do the electrons leave the space between the plates
if they enter with speeds of 1.50 x 10 7 m/s?

Solution
(a)

It

( c)

7500 eV = (7500)(1.60
K2

C(2).

decreases by 7500 eV.

= ( 1/2 )mV 2l + 6U

=

x

(b) It increases by 7500 ev~ \.) -= k:. _ Ie
19
-15
~
,
10- ) = 1.20 x 10
J = 6U. U K2 - Kl .

1.30

x

10 -15 J.

Show that Eqs. (3) and (5) in General Comment 3 are equivalent.

Solution
(i) Assume Eq. (3) and prove Eq. (5): Draw two arbitrary paths from A to Band
call them path 1 and path 2. Together they form a closed path. The line integral
around this path is zero. Divide the integral into two parts, II from A to B along
one part of the loop and 12 from A to B along the other, so that II + (-1 2) = 0
by Eq. (3). This yields II = 12 ,
Q.E.D.
(in Assume Eq. (5) and prove Eq. (3): Draw a closed path from A to A. Select
any other point B on the path so that it is divided into paths 1 and 2. Calling
the integrals from A to B along these two paths II and 12, we have from Eq. (5)
that II = 12. But the integral around the closed path is II + (-1 2) = II - 12
= O.
Q.E.D.

0(3).

A point charge of magnitude +q is located at (a, 0, 0) and a point charge of
magnitude -2q is located at (-2a, 0, 0) as in Figure 4. (a > 0, q > 0.)

y

Figure 4

-2a
•-2q

a

+q •

x
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(b)
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Finn a mathematical expression for the electric potential on the x
axis, and sketch it on a graph. (Draw the sketch from about six to
eight well-placed points.)
Find a mathematical expression for the electric potential along the
y axis, and sketch it on a graph. (Oraw the sketch from about six
to eight well-placed points.) How would you expect the potential to
vary along the z axis? Explain.
Find the locus of points where the electric potential caused by the
two charges is equal to zero.

Solution
The electric potential caused by the two charges is
V(x, y, z)

=

kq(l/r l - 2/r 2 ),
where r and r? are the distances from the locations of the charges to the point
l
(x, y, z): r -= [(x - a)2 + y2 + z2 J l/2, and r = [(x + 2a)2 + y2 + z2)J.
2
l
(a) Since y = z = 0 along the x axis, r l = Ix - al and r 2 = Ix + 2al. The
absolute values appear because square roots are always to be taken as positive
- this is very important in avoiding algebraic mistakes. Hence
V( x, 0, r))

=

kq ( Ix - a I - 1 - 2 I x + 2a I - 1 ) .

Make a data table:

(a/kq)V(x,

n,

x
0)

=
=

-Sa
-0.220

-4a
-O.SO

-3a
-1.75

-a
-1.50

a

2a
a 0.50

4a

a

6a
-0.050

~lote:

1·le have chosen the combination (a/kq)V(x, 0, 0) because it is dimensionless. We shall plot this quantity in the graph. \~e also know, without
calculating, that the electric potential approaches +00 as x approaches +a, and
V approaches
as x approaches -2a, because the charges are located at these
points. ~ow we can draw the graph as in Figure 5.
(b) Along the y axis r = (a 2 + y2) 1/2 and r = (4a 2 + y2)1/2,
l
2
aV(O, y, O)/kq = a/(a 2 + y2) 1/2
2a/(4a 2 + y2)1/2. Our data table is thus
_00

y = 0
+a
+2a
aV(O, y, O)/kq = 0 -0.190
-0.260
The graph is shown in Figure 6.

+4a
-0.200

+Sa
-0.120

Comments: Since the charges are located on the x axis, the dependence of the
potential on the y and z axes should be the same - they are located symmetrically
in relation to the x axis. Note that the potential is positive along the x axis
bet'.'/een 0 and 4a, but that it is negative elsewhere on the x axis and on the other
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. aV

kq
2.0

x
- 6a

- 4a

- 2a

2a

4a

Fiqure 5

(aV/kq)
FiC]ure 6
- 6a

- 4a

- 2a

2a

4a

6a

-0.2'5

axes. This is to be expected, since the negative charge had the greater magnitude; hence the positive potential is confined to a region near the positive
charge. At large distances from both charges, where the distance between them
is negliqible, the potential caused by the two-charge system resembles that caused
by a charge -q at the origin. This charge establishes a negative potential.

Sa
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(c) We saw from the graphs and qualitative reasoning that the potential would
be positive near the positive charge and negative elsewhere. Therefore there
should be a finite surface on which the potential is zero. Setting V(x, y, z)
= 0, we find that

In other words,
4(x - a)2 + 4y2 + 4z2

=

(x + 2a)2 + y2 +z2.

By combining the x-dependent terms, we find
4x 2 _ 8ax + 4a 2 - (x 2 + 4ax + 4a 2) = 3x 2 - l2ax

=

3(x - 2a)2 - l2a 2 .

The other terms also combine and permit cancellation of a factor 3.
equati on is
(x - 2a)2 + y2 + z2 = 4a 2 ,

The final

which is a sphere of radius 2a about the point (2a, 0, 0). The sphere passes
through the origin and the point (4a, 0, 0), where we had already found the
potential to be zero. [Note: The electric potential of two point charges of
opposite sign always is zero on a spherical surface of certain radius and center
that surrounds the smaller of the two charges. You can prove this result without
much difficulty by using charges q at the origin and -bq at the point (a, 0, 0),
and proceeding as we did above. What do you expect for b = l?J
E(3).

A point charge of magnitude Q is located at the center of a hollow conducting spherical shell that is electrically neutral. Find the electric
potential as a function of radius from the shell's center. The interior
and exterior radii of the shell are Ri and Re , respectively.
Draw a sketch of the dimensionless combination (ReV/kQ).

Solution
Since the system of charges is spherically symmetric, the electric field outside
the shell can be found from Gauss' law. It is directed radially and has the
magnitude
E(r) = kQ/r2,

(10)

In the shell itself, the electric field is zero because it is a conductor,
E(r)

=

0,

R.,

< r <

Re .

(11 )

Inside the hollow cavity of the shell, the field is again found from Gauss' law
(or memory):
E(r) = kO/r 2 ,
r < R••
(12 )

,
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To find the potential as a function of radius, relative to infinity as the reference point, we integrate the electric field:
V(r)

=

E . d!.

fr

( 13)

00

The important and new step now is to break up the integral into several parts
because the electric field is given by differing mathematical expressions,
depending on the radius. l~e also use the fact that E is radial, so that

E . d! = E(r)

dr.

First case, r > Re - one expression for E(r):
V(r) =

_f

r

E(r) dr =

00

_f

r (~) dr =

00

r

¥-'

( 14)

Second case, Ri < r < Re - break the inteqral into two parts, one for r < Ri
using Eq. (10) and a second for Ri < r < Re using Eq. (11):

V(r) = _~Re E(r) dr

-~:

E(r) dr = _~Re

(~)

dr + 0,

V(r) = kQ/Re'

~ ~~
Ri < r < Re' (1 5 )

Third case, r < Ri - apply the result for V(R i ) from Eq. (15) and integrate
for the potential difference to r < Ri using Eq. (12):
V(r) = V(R.) + [V(r) - V(R.)] = ~ - fr E(r) dr = ~Q - fr (~) dr = ~ + ~ -~.
1
1
e R.
e R. r e i
1

(16)

1

We can now draw Figure 7, where we have used Ri/Re

= 0.67.

R V(r)/kQ

e

2.00

Figure 7
1. 50

1.00
0.50
=

R.1

OL-----~------~------~--------------------------------~
Re
r
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A certain spherically symmetric charge distribution generates the potential V(r) = P/r 3 , where r is the radius from the center. Find the electric
field.

Solution
Since V depends only on the radius, the electric field is radially directed and
has the magnitude
E(r) = -dV(r)/dr = +3P/r 4 .
If P is positive, E is directed radially outward.
radially inward.
G(4).

If P is negative, E is directed

The symmetry of the problem of the two point charges in Problem D implies
that on the x axis the electric field will be directed along the x axis.
Find the electric field on the x axis, Ex(x, 0, 0), using the result for
V(x, 0, 0) given in Problem D.

Solution
We must calculate E (x, 0, 0) = -dV(x, 0, O)/dx from V(x, 0, 0) = kq( Ix - al- l -1
x
21x + 2al ). To do this, the absolute-value signs must be eliminated. We
therefore have three cases:
Case (i): x > a, Ix - a I = x - a, Ix + 2a I = x + 2a,
V(x, 0, 0) = kq/(x - a) - 2kq/(x + 2a),
Ex = -dV/dx = kq/(x - a)2 - 2kq/(x + 2a)2.
Case (i i ) : -2a < x
V(x, 0, 0) = ?
EX

=?

•

Case (iii): x
V(x, 0, 0)
Ex = ?

<

a, Ix - a I = a - x, Ix + 2a I = x + 2a,
(student should complete - see Note below),
(student should complete - see Note below).

-2a, Ix - al = a - x, Ix + 2al = -x -2a,
=?
(student should complete - see Note below),
(student should complete - see Note below).
<

Note: Since the squares in the denominator of the electric-field terms are always
positive, you can identify the sign of a term from the sign in front. The field
caused by the charge at x = a is positive in case (i) and negative in cases (ii) and
(iii), always repelling another positive charge. The field caused by the charge at
x = -2a is negative in case (i) and case (ii) but positive in case (iii), thus always
attracting a positive charge. The sign changes coming from the absolute values have
these consequences.
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positive charges are placed on the y axis, at equal distances
below the x axis from the origin. Draw the equipotential lines
lines caused by this two-charge system in the xy plane (i.e.,
intersections of the equipotential surfaces with the xy plane).

Solution
For a problem like this, it is wise to exploit your knowledge of the potential
of a single point charge. Thus
(a) Near each charge, where the potential increases without limit, the equipotential surfaces will be virtually unaffected by the presence of the other charge.
The surfaces will approximate spheres, and their intersection with the xy plane
will approximate circles centered around the charge.
(b) Very far from all the charges, the whole system will act like a single point
charge whose magnitude is the algebraic sum of all the charges in the system.
Equipotential surfaces will again approximate spheres, centered around the "center"
of the charges.
(c) Field lines are perpendicular to the equipotential surfaces and can terminate
only at charged bodies. After constructing the near- and far-field lines with
the help of (a) and (b), you must connect the two parts of the diagram.
(d) At intermediate points, you may be able to use symmetry of the charges and
clues from the need to connect field lines at small and large distances, as
described in part (c). You may also be able to locate special points where the
electric field is zero; at such points the field lines have no well-defined direction, and it is possible for two equipotential surfaces to intersect. (Since
the surfaces are perpendicular to the field lines, and a field line can have only
one perpendicular surface at a point, two equipotentials cannot ordinarily
intersect. )
These ideas have been used to construct the diagram in Figure 8, appropriate to
the two-charge system described in the
problem. Note the small circular equipotentials near each charge, the large
oval shapes that will become more and
more circular at larger distances, the
total number of field lines for the
system (twice that of each charge
separately), and the field-free symmetry point half-way between the charges
where equipotentials intersect. One
field line (heavy dotted) connects
Figure 8
the two charges and another runs on
the symmetry line between them; they
cross at the field-free point.
1(5).

A point charge of magnitude +q is located at (a, 0, 0) and a point charge
of magnitude -2q is located at (-2a, 0, 0), with both a and q positive.
(See Problem D.) Draw approximate equipotential lines and electric-field
lines in the xy plane for this system of charges.
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Solution
We shall begin with an overall analysis, following the procedure of Problem H.
(a) Near each charge, there will be equipotential circles, representing positive
potentials near x = a and negative potentials near x = -2a.
(b) Far from the origin compared to a (perhaps with radius about lOa) there will
be equipotential circles representing the negative potentials of a charge -q
located approximately at the origin.
(c) Field lines radiate out from the charge at x = a, and two times as many field
lines radiate inward to the charge at x = -2a. All of the field lines going out
from x = a go in to the right hemisphere of the charge at x = -2a, whereas the
lines cominq in to the left hemisphere at x = -2a come from infinity. The latter
are uniformly distributed in angle at the large equipotential circles mentioned
in (b).
(d) Since the charges are unequal, there is no simple right-left symmetry, but
there is up-down symmetry. Since the charges have opposite sign, the field between
them will be very strong. However, to the right of the positive charge, which is
weaker than the negative charge, there must be a reversal of the field, because
near x = a there is repulsion (field to the right), whereas further away, where
the negative charge dominates, there is attraction (field to the left). To find
the zero-field position, use the field as calculated in Problem H, part (a):
we need the root of 2(x - a)2 = (x + 2a)2. This equation is solved most easily
\
\
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by taking square roots of both sides and then collecting terms of the linear
equation, with the result that
x

= (2 + l2)a/(12 -

1)

= 8.25a.

At this point equipotential lines may cross to make a transition from the behavior near the charges to the far behavior.
We can now draw Figure 9 as the solution to this problem.
Problems
J(l).

An upward-rlirected electric field of 2.60 x 10 4 N/C exists in a certain
region.
(a) What is the potential differences between a certain point 0 that we
shall call the origin and the point (i) 0.80 m above? (ii) 1.20 m
to the left? (iii) 2.50 m diagonally downward to the right at 45°?
(b) How much work does an external aqent do when it moves a charge of
5.0 x 10- 7 C very slowly from the origin to the point (i) in (a-i)?
{ii) in (a-ii)? (iii) in (a-iii)?
Hint: Draw a diagram and remember the definitions.

K(l).

An electron is placed at a distance of 5.0 x 10- 10 m from a proton. It
is then allowed to move freely until it is only 1.00 x 10- 10 m from the
proton.
(a) What is the potential difference between the two points in the
proton's electric field?
(b) How much kinetic energy does the electron gain during its motion?
Express the result in electron volts.
(c) With what speed does the electron arrive at the second point?
Hint: Draw a diagram and remember the definitions.

L(3).

Two point charges are placed on the y axis, one of magnitude 3Q at the
oriqin, and one of maqnitude -Q at the point (0, a, 0).
(a) Find a mathematical expression for the electric potential on the
y axis. Draw an approximate qraph of your result.
(b) Find the point(s) on the y axis where the potential is zero.
(c) Find an approximate expression for the potential at large distances
from the origin along the x axis and explain its physical significance.
(d)

(0ptional) Use the answer to part (b) to find the center and radius
of the sphere on which the potential is zero; verify your result by
checking the value of the potential at a point off the y axis.
Hint: Use Coulomb's law and the superposition principle. To check the
alqebraic sign and possible need for taking absolute values~ think of , the
attraction or repulsion experienced by a test charge at varlOUS locatlons,
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Figure 10 shows two large, thick, parallel metal plates. The lower and
upper plates carry charge densities of -4.0 x 10- 9 elm and +8.0 x 10- 9
elm, respectively. Each plate is 0.100 m thick, and the space between
them is 0.300 m high. Take the bottom of the lower plate (surface A) as
the reference point of zero potential. Find the potential V(z) as a
function of z between z = -0.50 m and z = 1.00 m. You may assume that
the surface charges on the exterior surfaces A and D are equal, and that
the surface charges on the interior surfaces Band e are opposite. (These
conclusions can be derived from Gauss law and symmetry, but are not a
required part of this problem. Can you prove them?)
l

z

11'

D

e II / / / / / / / / / / / ( / / ( 1/ / / /

I

z = 0.50 m
z = 0.40 m

-,..

B
/1//1///////
A

/

II 1 / / 1 /

z = 0.100 m
z = 0.00 m

Figure 10

N(l, 3).

A home electrostatic air cleaner has a wire of radius 0.50 x 10- 4 m at
the center of a metal cylinder of radius 2.00 x 10- 2 m. The wire is at
a potential of +7000 V relative to the cylinder.
(a) Find the electric charge per unit length needed on the wire to
establish this potential difference.
(b) Show that the electric field at the surface of the wire is greater
than 3.00 x 10 6 Vim, a field at which air becomes ionized. (By the
ionization of air, charged particles are produced that can attach
themselves to the dust, thereby making the dust subject to removal
by the action of the electric forces.)

0(4).

A point charge of magnitude 0 is placed at the point (0, 0, a). Its
potential on the z axis is given by V(O, 0, z) = kQ/lz - al. Find the
z component of the electric field associated with this potential by differentiating, and justify your procedure. (Hint: Treat the absolute
value carefully!)

P(4).

A charge distribution at the coordinate origin gives rise to the potential
V(r)

= -+p

-+

3

• r/r , where r is the distance from the origin,
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p

and
is a qiven constant vector
(a) Find the z component of the
(b) Find the y component of the
Hint: First state the potential

called the electric dipole moment.
electric field for points on the z axis.
electric field for points on the y axis.
on the axis.

0(5).

Draw approximate equipotentials and field lines in the xy plane for the
two-charge system in Problem L.
Hint: Look at Solutions to Problems H and I.

R(5).

In a region of electric field with cylindrical (not circular) symmetry,
a cross section of equipotential surfaces is shown in Figure 11. Five
points have been marked by letters.
(a) At which point is the field strongest? Explain.
(b) At which point is the field weakest? Explain.
(c) Draw a few field lines in the figure.
Hint: Remember the relation between spacing of equipotentials and
electric field. You can evaluate the rate of change of the potential
approximately from the figure.

Fi qure 11

Solutions
J (1 ) .

(a-i}-2.08
(b-i)- 1.0

x
x

10 4 V .
10- 2 J.

K(l).

(a) 11.5 V.

L(3).

(b) 3a/4, 3a/2.

(a-ii) 0 V (a-iii) 4.6 x 10 4 V.
(b-i i) OJ. (b-idJI"2. 30 x 1O- 2 :;L:::> - 2 . ~

(b) 11.5 eV.

(c) 2.00 x 10 6 m/s.

(c) 2kQ/lxl.

(d) ga/8, 3a/B.

M(3). Surfaces A and D have surface charge each of Q = 2.00 x 10- 9 C/m 2 , B
has -6.0 x 10- 9 C/m , and C has +6.0 x 10- 9 C/m. Now find the fields below
the bottom plate, between the two plates, and above the top plate. Finally,.
\

XloG.:!'
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integrate to obtain the potential. Remember the reference point. Check-point
answers: V(-O.SO = -llS v. V(0.250) = 100 v. V(O.SO) = 204 v. V(l.OO) = 91 V.
7
N(l, 3). (a) 6.S x 10- 8 C/m. (b) 2.3 x 10 Vim (much greater than required).
-kQ/a 2 .

0(4).

Ez(O, 0, 0)

P( 4) .

( a) Ez (0, 0, z)

=

=

2p/ z3 .

( b)

Ey ( 0, y, O~, = 2pyl y 3 .
I

Q( S) .

r\

G( / '
~ ~'~ ,.J -Q
___
' 3~
.......
,. '-'-----t-----;t----- _ _ _:;. _ _ _/

/'

:::T

\

--'R(S).

(a) C.

(b) A.

I
"

/
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PRACTICE TEST
1.

A long, hollow, cylindrical conductor of radius 20.0 cm has a charqp. of
-8.0 x 10- 8 coulombs per meter of 1enqth. On one side it has a tiny hole
through which electrons can emerge from the interior, but the hole has a
negligible effect on the electric field due to the cylinder. Use the hole
as the reference point for the electric potential.
(a) Find the electric potential V(r) both outside and inside the cylinder
(r is the radius from the cylinder axis).
(b) How much kinetic energy is acquired from the field by an electron that
emerges from the hole and hits a screen 1.60 m from the axis? Express the
answer in electron volts.
(c) \~ith what speed does the electron hit the screen if it starts with negligible speed in the hole?
(d) Suppose you had a frictionless guiding mechanism for the electron that
made it spiral around the cylinder rather than trave1inq straiqht from the
hole to the screen. How would that affect the answers to parts (b) and (c)?
Explain briefly.

2.

A spherically symmetric charge distribution gives rise to the potential
V(r) = Kr/(r 2 + a 2 ), where r is the radius from the center of the charqe,
and a and K are constants havinq the dimensions of 1enqth and Dotentia1,
respectively. Find the (vector) electric field.
.

3.

Two point charges of magnitudes 2Q and -3Q are placed with the separation L.
Make an approximate drawing of several equipotentia1s and field lines in, a
plane including the two charges.

'GL
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The electric field along the x axis in Figure 1 is given by
E = Fx + G, where F = 800 V/m 2 , and G = 80 Vim.
x

The other components of E are not given. Two points, A and B, lie on the
x axis.
(a) What is the potential difference, VB - VA?
(b) How much kinetic energy does an electron gain when released at one of
these points and permitted to move alonq a straiqht, frictionless track toward
the other? State at which point the electron must be released, and qive the
energy in both electron volts and joules.
(c) How much work must be done on the electron by an external aqent that moves
it back to its starting point alonq the dashed path? Make any additional
assumptions you need to answer this question; you may be asked to justify your
result .
y

--l
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2.

Two charges, one of magnitude Q and the other of maqnitude 2Q are placed at
the distance L from each other.
(a) Find the potential along the line passing throuqh the two charges as a
function of distance from the smaller charqe.
(b) Use differentiation to find the component of the electric field along the
line passing through the charges, and find the point(s) where the field is
zero.
(c) Draw a diagram showing the approximate equipotentials and field lines in
a plane including the two charges; indicate any zero-field points that occur.
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Three charges, one of magnitude Q at the oriqin, and two of maqnitudes -4n
at (0, L, 0) and (0, -L, 0), establish an electric field.
(a) Find the potential along the x axis; graph the potential (very roughly).
(b) How much work is done by the field on a charge q that is permitted to
move from the point ([3/4]L, 0, 0) to the point ([-4/3]L, 0, O)? Describe
the path that you choose for the motion and how this choice effects the work
calculated.
(c) Find the (vector) electric field at the points (L/I3, 0, 0) and (-I3L, 0, 0).
(d) Draw a diagram showing the approximate equipotentials and field lines in
the xy plane; indicate any zero-field points that occur.
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1.

A cylindrical metal shell with inner and outer radii of 0.200 m and 0.300 m,
respectively, carries a net charge of 4.0 x 10- 8 C/m. Along its center there
is a wire with a uniform charge of -12.0 x 10- 8 elm. (This system is similar
to an electrostatic air cleaner.)
(a) Find the electric potential caused by this system of electric charqes,
using the outer surface of the shell as reference point for the potential.
Graph the potential (very roughly).
(b) An electron is formed by ionizing a gas molecule 0.00100 m from the
wire. With what kinetic energy (in electron volts) and with what soeed will
the electron hit the metal shell, assuminq it does not suffer any collisions
enroute?
(c) Suppose the electron's path is a spiral rather than a straight line, but
only the electric field does work on the electron. (This can be accomplished
by providing a magnetic field - do not be concerned about the details.) With
what energy will the electron then hit the metal shell? You may be asked to
justify your conclusion.
2
2. Find the (vector) electric field associated with the potential V(r) = p/r ,
where p is a constant, and r is the distance from the coordinate origin.
3.

Make a drawing of the approximate equipotential lines and field lines in the
plane of the paper for the region between the two metallic shapes indicated in
Figure 1. (The diagram shows a cross section of the system. Vl > V2.)
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1.

A cylindrical metal shell with inner and outer radii of 0.200 m and 0.300 m,
respectively, carries a net charge of 4.0 x 10- 8 C/m. Along its center there
is a wire with a uniform charge of -12.0 x 10- 8 C/m. (This system is similar
to an electrostatic air cleaner.)
(a) Find the electric potential caused by this system of electric charges,
using the outer surface of the shell as reference point for the potential.
Graph the potential (very roughly).
(b) An electron is formed by ionizing a gas molecule 0.00100 m from the
wire. With what kinetic energy (in electron volts) and with what soeed will
the electron hit the metal shell, assuminq it does not suffer any collisions
enroute?
(c) Suppose the electron's path is a spiral rather than a straight line, but
only the electric field does work on the electron. (This can be accomplished
by providing a magnetic field - do not be concerned about the details.) With
what energy will the electron then hit the metal shell? You may be asked to
justify your conclusion.
2
2. Find the (vector) electric field associated with the potential V(r) = p/r ,
where p is a constant, and r is the distance from the coordinate origin.
3.

Make a drawing of the approximate equipotential lines and field lines in the
plane of the paper for the region between the two metallic shapes indicated in
Figure 1. (The diagram shows a cross section of the system. Vl > V2.)

Figure 1
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MASTERY TEST GRADING KEY - Form A
1.

What To Look For: (a) Integral, sign, limits.
(b) Direction of motion, use of V from (a).
(c) Apply conservative-field idea. Work-energy theorem allows use of the
result from (b).
Solution:

(a)
B

0.50

= -J E· di = -J
A

=

o

t dx
x

0.50

=

-J
o

(800x + 80) dx

=

2
0.50
-400 x - 80xl

o

-140 V.

(b) The electron has negative charge; since the field is positive to the riqht,
the electron must be released at B in order that it will move to the left,
to the region of higher V.
K = 140 eV = 2.24 x 10- 17 J.
(c) Since the field is conservative, the path along which the electron is
moved is immaterial. No additional assumptions have to be made about the
field off the axis, or other components. W
AB = 140 eV, just equal to the K
gained and potential energy lost in part (b).

Figure 15
2.

What To Look For: (a) Signs, locations, absolute values.
(b) Formula, sign, absolute values.
(c) Circles around charge locations, large "circles,11 assymetry in field near
charges, symmetry far from charges, xo crossinq point.
Solution: (a) Place the smaller charge at the oriqin and the larger one at
x = L (see Figure 15). Then by using Coulombls law for the potential of each
charge, we find

ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
V(x)

A-2

kQ/lxl + 2kQ/lx - LI.

=

(b) Ex(x) = -dV/dx. Note Ixl = x, x > 0; Ixl
x > L; Ix - LI = L - x, x < L. Therefore
Ex(x)

=

kQ/x2 + 2kQ/(x - L)2,

x

>

L,

=

kQ/x2 - 2kQ/(x - L)2,
_kQ/x 2 - 2kQ/(x - L)2,

0

<

x

=

Ex(x O)

=

12xO

L - xo'

=

0,

o< x

<

L,

Xo

=

L/ (12 + 1)

(c) See Figure 15.

<

L,

x

<

O.

=

0.41 L.

=

-x, x

<

0; Ix - LI

=

x - L,

ELECTRIC POTENTIAL

8-1

MASTERY TEST GRADING KEY - Form B
1.

What To Look For: (a) Note signs of terms, absolute value JxJ, distance
(L 2 + i)1/2, symmetry of graph: (+) near x = 0, (-) near (x).
(b) Sign of potential difference, sign of * term with x negative, arithmetic,
ask about path dependence.
(c) Symmetry, sign in formula, correct treatment of l/JxJ to give reou1sion
for (+) and (-)x values, correct sUbstitutions to get the answers. If
student uses E from Coulomb's law, ask orally about dV/dx.
(d) Small circles near charqes, large "circle" far from charqes, E = 0, two
points equal to +L/I3, symmetry, no field lines from +Q.
Solution:
V(x)

=

(a) See Figure 16.
kQ/JxJ - 8kQ/(L 2 + i)1/2,

v
tl
- 4Q
------------------~~~----~~----------------------x

- 4Q

Fiqure 16
3
4
(b) W = q [V (:r-' 0, 0) - V( -jl, 0, 0)]

= kqQ[L _
3L

8
_ (L)* +
8
]
[(9/16)L 2 + L2]1/2
4L
[(16/9)L 2 + L2]1/2

= (~)[4 - (8 )(t)

-

i + (8 )(t) ] = (~)[ -~J = -1. 020(~),

independent of path.
"
(c) Because of symmetry, E(x, 0, 0) = E(x, 0, O)i:
E( 0 0) = _dV(x) = ~ _
8xkQ
x > 0,
x"
dx
x2
(L2 + x2)3/2'
=

_.!ill _
x2

Note:

8xkQ
2
(L + x2)3/2'

x

the +Q charge repels (+) test charges.

<

O.

ELECTRIC POTENTIAL

B-2

E(L/I3, 0, 0) = kQ[3 _
8 (L/yf:3)
L2 (L 2 + L2/3)3/2

(x > 0)

= ~L//3.

(d) See Fiqure 17.

Fi (jure 17
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ELECTRIC POTENTIAL

C-l

MASTERY TEST GRADING KEY - Form C
1.. What To Look For: (a) Gauss' law to find t, ~l is charqe in hollow space.
~l + ~2 = charge for outside.
Sign in integral, break up integral, use
properties of metal. Substitute in graph: V = 0 inside metal, + inside,
+ outside, because (-) charge on shell affects (+) test charges.
(b) Note sign, (-) charge of electron e. Use data from (a).
(c) Conservative force.
(a) See Figures 18 and 19.

Solution:

E(r) is radial:

r < R.,
1

E=O ,

R. < r < R ,

e

1

E=

2(~1

+ ~2)k/r,

V=

-JE • dt

_Jr

=

Re

<

r,

E(r) dr,

Re
V(r) = 0,
V(r) =

V(r) =

-J

R.

r

R ,

< r <

1

E(r) dr =

e

-J

2~l k
r
Ri
--r-- dr = -2~lk In(~) = 2~lk In(r-)'

r

Ri

Ri

r

r

Re

Re

-J E(r) dr = -J

1

2(~l + ~2)k

r

dr = -2(~l + ~2)k In(~ ),
e

2~lk = 2(4.0)(10- 8 )(9.0)(10 9) = 2160 V,
2(~1 + ~2)k = 2(4.0 - 12.0)(10-8 )(9.0)(10 9) = -1440 V.

,

V(r) = 2160 In(R i /r),

= 0,

r < R.,

R. < r < R ,
1

e

= 1440 In(r/R e ),
(b) Ke = q[V(0.200) - V(0.00100)] = e[-2160]ln(0.200/0.00100)

= 1.144
v

x 10 4 eV

= /2K/m = vt'(2)(l.83

= 1.83 x 10- 15 Joules
x

10- 15 ]/(0.91

x

10- 30 ) = 6.3

x

10 7 m/s.

r < R.,
1

ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
(c) Same K, v, independent of path.

v

+ - _ I - - - - J l_ _~---L-Y

0.2111

R. Re

r

0.4111

1

Rv fl' renCl'

Figure 18
2.

Figure 19

What To Look For:

Note siqn.

Symmetry:
E = -dV/dr = 2P/r 3 ,

Solution:

3.

E is

radial,

outward.

What To Look For: Field lines perpendicular to metal.
parallel to metal.
Solution:

Fi qUr'e 20

See Figure 20.

Equipotentials

